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This invention describes a method of image recognition that can identify someone signing in a video. 
 
BACKGROUND 
There is a need to avoid burdensome mechanisms for MANUALLY selecting parts of a video where the 
person is signing and having it expand on screen. Currently, manipulating the video requires knowledge 
of set-up screens and adjustment parameters, and requires knowledge of certain keystrokes or 
simultaneously pressing of multiple keys. It can be daunting to the user, thus the feature may not actually 
get used very often.  
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This invention describes a method of image recognition that can identify someone signing in a video. 
The video player identifies the subject (signing person) and automatically creates a border around the 
subject and to create a Picture-in-Picture of the signer (in a box) expanded and adjacent to the main 
video.  The invention may be used with metadata that describes the existence of the signer, and 
languages present for signing, but NOT location.   
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